Reef Octopus Skimmer
Neck Cleaner

Thank you for purchasing reef octopus skimmer neck cleaner！
Reef octopus skimmer neck cleaner is designed to help users keep away from the
trouble of cleaning their skimmer collect cup’s neck, where all the bio-organics
usually would accumulate.
When the accumulate bio-organics was cleaned, foams will rise easily and take
away much more organics. When use it in a skimmer, the waste excluded by the
skimmer will be about 40% more than the same one never used.
IT will be suggest to use with a timer, make it worked 15minutes every 2 hours,
which will extend its’ service life.

Component parts

The skimmer neck cleaner has three parts like below.

(Fig.1)

INSTALLATION

1.Put the cleaner onto the collection cup, check the silicon’s position by adjust the 3
screw at the edge of cover; make both sides of the silicon could contact the inner
tube of collection cup.
2.Plug transformer into a timer and set the timer to make the cleaner work every 15
minutes every 2 hours.
3.Adjust the foam in the chamber of your protein skimmer to a proper level.

MAINTENANCE

The neck cleaner should be clean at last once a month; it will help skimmers take
a high efficiency.
The neck cleaner has a simple assembly structure which could be easily isassembled
by hands, what you need to do is twisting off a few screws.

TO CLEAN THE CLEANER

1.Move the cleaner off of collection cup; disassemble the cleaner to three parts like
(Fig.1) shows.
2.Using a wet rag clean the organics on those parts.
3.Assemble them;
4.Adjust the position of cleaner on the collection cup.
5.Adjust the foam in the chamber of your protein skimmer to a proper level.

SAFETY

●The socket for the transformer and possibly a timer must be located away from
moisture or water．
●When taking adjustment or cleaning maintenance, make sure the transformer was
removed from socket.
●Be careful, don’t drop the cleaner into water, the motor will be broken down.
Technical data
Voltage:
Power consumption: ≤ 15 Watt
Life time:1500h (for motor)

WARRANTY

●Reef Octopus acrylic products come with a ONE (1) YEAR Limited Warranty from
the date of the retail purchase by the original end-user.
●If a material or workmanship defect arises and a valid claim is received within the
Warranty Period, Reef Octopus will replace the case only.
●Reef Octopus cannot be held liable for damages to personal property due to misuse
or improper care and maintenance of case and o-ring seals.
●Reef Octopus warranty does not, under any circumstance; cover the replacement or
cost of any electronic device or personal property inside or outside of the case.

